FPU- 2.008 Graduate Admissions.
(1) **Admission Requirements.** Admission for all students who seek to be admitted to graduate programs at Florida Polytechnic University (the “University”) is governed by the Florida Board of Governors regulation 6.003 and regulation FPU-2.001 and shall be consistent with the overall mission of the University. University-wide graduate student admission requirements shall be specified in the University catalog and on the website of the graduate program.

(2) **Factors for Admissions Decisions.** Admission to a University graduate program is a selective process that is governed by university and departmental requirements that may exceed university admission requirements. Preference for admission to any semester is given to students whose credentials indicate to the University the greatest promise for academic success. Each department uses select factors to help predict an applicant’s probable success in the graduate program that may include, but are not limited to:
   (a) The quality of the applicant’s undergraduate and/or graduate work done at all previous institutions attended;
   (b) Undergraduate and/or graduate grade point averages, and performance in specific major-related courses;
   (c) Scores on standardized admission tests;
   (d) The motivation and attitude of the applicant as determined by the applicant’s personal statement, letters of reference and/or a personal interview or other means.

(3) **Office of Admissions.** The University Office of Admissions shall evaluate admission applications in accordance with regulation FPU-2.001.

(4) **Appeal of Admissions Decision.** Prospective students who have been denied admission to a graduate program at the University may appeal in accordance with regulation FPU-2.001.

Authority: FBOG regulations 1.001, 6.003
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